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Where Heritage Meets Film Production Excellence

Elita Villa: Mumbai's 
Timeless Cinematic Canvas

https://www.elitavilla.com/


Brief History

Welcome to Elita Villa, a timeless treasure 

nestled in the heart of Mumbai. Steeped in 

history and architectural splendor, our vintage 

Portuguese-style villa offers a canvas that's 

waiting to bring your creative vision to life.



With over 35 years of hosting iconic shoots,


Elita Villa has been a silent witness to countless 

narratives. Each corner of this historic haven 

whispers stories of the past while embracing 

the present with open arms.



A Creative Sanctuary

Whether you're a seasoned filmmaker or a 

fresh talent, Elita Villa welcomes you to etch 

your narrative against a backdrop that's both 

classic and contemporary. Come, explore, 

and let your imagination roam free.

Our sprawling space isn't just a location; it's 

a sanctuary for creativity. Imagine the 

possibilities as you traverse through 

courtyards, ascend to the balconies, and 

explore rooms that have seen decades of 

cinematic artistry.



Architectural Marvel

Front Balconies Setup for a Shoot - Toofan (2021)
Excel Entertainment

Elita Villa isn't just a shooting 

location; it's a canvas where 

memories are etched. From 

classic film scenes to modern 

photoshoots, each frame 

captures the essence of this 

unique space, making every 

project an artistic journey.



Features & Amenities

Upto 100KW Commercial Power available

Permission liasoning applicable for large scale 

productions for celebrity security & road shoots*

Base camp availablity may 

vary on scheduled request*

2X Double Door Vanity Van Parking Space (24ft e.a)

Base-camp* for 30+ Vanity Van space available

Flexibility in Set Construction and Design

Local Permission* Liasoning available

Flexibility for Night Shoots

Dedicated Make-Up & Wardrobe Rooms

Ample parking space for small vehicles



Past Shoots & Productions

Sacred Games - Phantom Films (2018)

Center Fresh Ad - Jugaad Films (2020) Apharan - ALT Balaji (2018) Meta Ad Photoshoot - Backpack Films (2023)

Phir Hera-Pheri - Shemaroo (2006) Rock-On - Reliance Entertainment (2008)



Employing Hundreds

We believe in growing the film industry of 

Maharashtra and supporting the 

Bollywood, Tollywood, Kollywood and the 

Marathi Film industry.

We’re not just another film shooting location, 

we are a growing community that is setup to 

empower film-makers, artists, directors, 

producers, set-designers, spots, your local 

caterers and even carpenters.



Start Your Cinematic 
Journey with Us.

Start your creative journey with a simple 

inquiry. We'll consult, arrange a recce visit, 

provide a tailored quote, confirm your 

booking, and ensure an exclusive shoot day 

experience. We're here to make your project 

at Elita Villa seamless and memorable.

Step 1: Inquiry & Consultation

Book a Recce

Check Availability

Step 2: Recce Visit

Step 3: Quotation

Step 4: Confirmation & Shoot Prep

Setup*

Shoot Day(s)

Dismantle*

tel:"+91-9819196888"
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/u/7/r?cid=ZWxpdGFhdmlsbGFAZ21haWwuY29t


+91-9819196888 / +91-9820658887 / +91-9820011147 


elitaavilla@gmail.com 

Where Heritage Meets Film Production Excellence

Thank You

@elitavilla@elitavilla

https://www.facebook.com/elitaavilla/
https://www.instagram.com/elitaavilla/

